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ABSTRACT Current state-of-the-art trajectory methods do not perform well in the terminal airspace that
surrounds an airport due to its complex airspace structure and the frequently changing flight postures
of aircraft. Since an aircraft that takes off or lands in an airport must follow a specified procedure, this
paper will learn a data-driven trajectory prediction model from many historical trajectories to improve the
accuracy and robustness of trajectory prediction in the terminal airspace. A regularization method is utilized
to reconstruct each aircraft trajectory to obtain a high-quality trajectory with equal time intervals and no
noise. Furthermore, we formulate the 4D trajectory prediction problem as a sequence-to-sequence learning
problem, and we propose a sequence-to-sequence deep long short-term memory network (SS-DLSTM)
for trajectory prediction, which can effectively capture the long and short temporal dependencies and the
repetitive nature among trajectories. The proposedmodel is composed of an encodingmodule and a decoding
module, where the encoding mode realizes the feature representation of historical trajectories, while the
decoding module accepts the output of the encoding module as its initial input and recursively outputs
the predicted trajectory sequence. The proposed method is applied to a dataset for the terminal airspace
in Guangzhou, China. The experimental results demonstrate that our approach has relatively high robustness
and outperforms mainstream data-driven trajectory prediction methods in terms of accuracy.

INDEX TERMS Aircraft trajectory prediction, terminal airspace, trajectory reconstruction, regularization
method, long short-term memory network.

I. INTRODUCTION
The terminal airspace that surrounds an airport is the area
with the highest flight density and the most complex struc-
ture. According to statistical data that were released by
Boeing, 60% of the fatal accidents of the worldwide com-
mercial jet fleet from 2007 to 2016 occurred in the phases
of takeoff, initial climb, final approach and landing [1]. Even
though these four phases comprise only 6% of the flight time,
they pose substantial threats to the safety of air transporta-
tion. Therefore, most research and development of decision
support tools (DSTs) focus on the terminal airspace, with
the objective of providing controllers with automated tools
for detecting and resolving aircraft conflicts, sequencing the
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arrivals and departures of flights, and monitoring anomalous
behaviors such as the low-altitude alert and flight path devi-
ation alert. However, the effective operation of these auto-
mated DSTs almost completely depends on the prediction of
aircraft trajectories with high accuracy and reliability.

Many approaches for aircraft trajectory forecasting have
been proposed and can be categorized as the state esti-
mation method, aerodynamic-model-based method, data-
drivenmethod, and combinationmethod. The state estimation
methods regard the aircraft trajectory prediction problem
as a tracking problem and use tracking methods such as
Kalman filtering and the hidden Markov model to predict
the future trajectory of an aircraft [2]–[4]. In contrast to
most previous state estimation prediction approaches, which
simply map the past and the current fight states into the
future, Liu and Hwang [5] combined the intent information of
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aircraft with the dynamics of the aircraft to obtain more
accurate prediction results. A stochastic linear hybrid sys-
tem that utilizes a state-dependent transition model and a
Markov transition model is presented for describing the air-
craft dynamics with changing flight modes. Based on an
alignment and fusion process, Ayhan and Samet [6] employed
a set of 4D cubes to represent aircraft trajectories. They
learned a stochastic model, namely, a hidden Markov model
(HMM), from the historical trajectories, aircraft specifica-
tions, and related weather information.

The aerodynamic-model-based method can be seen as a
kind of physical model, which is based on the forces that
act on the aircraft to predict the successive points of the
future trajectory [7], [8]. Schuster et al. [9] proposed a 4D
trajectory prediction model for the entire en route phases by
fully utilizing the aircraft state and intent information, which
are composed of three-level units: basic data (initial aircraft
state, wind field, and aircraft performance data), the air-
craft dynamics system and the flight management system.
However, the accuracy of this approach is relatively low in
the climbing and descent phases, as this method is unable
to capture the change in the aircraft configuration between
climb-modes effectively. Baklacioglu and Cavcar [10] devel-
oped a new aero-propulsive trajectory prediction model for
the climbing and descent phases. This technique took into
account the effects of the compressible drag above the critical
Mach number and the compressibility and profile camber.
Zhang et al. [11] proposed an online 4D trajectory forecasting
method on the tactical level that was based on updating
the aircraft intention, which consisted of the flight plan and
adaptation data (the controlled airspace, air routes, standard
instrument departure, and standard terminal arrival route).
As we know, the aerodynamic-model-basedmethod performs
poorly on real scenarios, as it depends on many unknown or
partially known parameters.

The data-driven method uses large amounts of historical
data related to the aircraft trajectory to train an aircraft predic-
tor, which does not use any aircraft aerodynamic parameters.
Le Fablec and Alliot [12] focused on aircraft trajectory
prediction in the vertical plane. Their method is based on the
back-propagation (BP) neural network, which is trained using
a set of historical trajectories. However, this algorithm does
not perform well because it uses only one hidden layer and a
small amount of trajectory data. Tastambekov et al. [13] pro-
posed a data-driven method, namely, local linear functional
regression, for predicting short- to mid-term aircraft trajec-
tories. The dataset used in this study contains only the past
radar tracks and does not include any aeronautical or physical
parameters. According to the authors, their method performs
similarly to traditional neural networks. Wang et al. [14]
introduced a model for solving the short-term trajectory
prediction forecasting problem in the terminal airspace via
a machine learning technique. It is composed of two parts:
trajectory clustering and a BP neural network. It is difficult
for this algorithm to capture the flight pattern in complex
terminal airspace due to its use of a neural network that

has only one hidden layer. Hernández et al. [15] formulated
the aircraft trajectory prediction problem as a regression
problem and used traditional ensemble machine learning
algorithms to solve it. Several sophisticated approaches,
which include a regression method that uses the wavelet
decomposition, density-based spatial clustering of applica-
tions with noise (DBSCAN) clustering, and the Kalman filter
algorithm, have been used to generate a complete trajectory.
Barratt et al. [16] developed two probabilistic generative
models for takeoffs and landings in the terminal airspace
of an airport. The method uses a clustering method to mine
flight modes from a historical dataset of radar-based position
measures. Given partial samples of a trajectory, the model
produces a prediction that is generated from the posterior
distribution.

The combination methods combine two or more of the
previously discussed methods. Alligier et al. [17] focused
on trajectory prediction in the climbing phase and learned
parameters such as themass and thrust from past observations
to improve the accuracy of aircraft trajectory forecasting. The
thrust law and the weight are learned from historical data
and previous trajectory points, respectively. Furthermore,
Alligier and Gianazza [18] utilized additional data to deter-
mine aircraft operational factors, such as the mass and the
speed intent. They studied 11 frequently used aircraft types
and a sizable ADS-B dataset that included 1520 airports.
Guan et al. [19] used the historical flight data and the BADA
dataset for a specified aircraft type as the training sample
for the learning machine to build an initial predictive model.
Then, the current state information and the output of the initial
predictive model were integrated with a physical model to
output the predicted trajectory.

Though many trajectory prediction methods for aircraft
have been proposed, the current state-of-the-art methods do
not perform well in the terminal airspace. The main rea-
son for the low accuracy and reliability of these prediction
methods is that they cannot accurately capture the features
of nonmodeled behaviors, which are hidden in the historical
flight trajectories. The development of a prediction model
that can learn the nonmodeled behaviors from historical data
would facilitate the improvement of accuracy and reliabil-
ity. It could enable the accuracy of trajectory prediction to
reach an unprecedented level due to the advancement of big
data analytics and machine learning algorithms. This paper
focuses on the construction of a data-driven trajectory fore-
casting model for the terminal airspace from a large amount
of ADS-B surveillance data.

Aswe know, the flight environment in the terminal airspace
is more complex than that in other maneuvering airspaces.
However, aircraft in the terminal airspace surrounding an
airport must comply with the arrival and departure modes,
which are repeatedly observed in the historical trajectories
due to the interrelationships among the trajectories. To a
large extent, trajectories of aircraft have clear temporal and
spatial patterns, demonstrating relatively high predictability.
Hence, a useful predictor should be able to capture not only
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the short-term dependencies, which reflect the local changes
of the aircraft trajectory, but also the repetition among the
trajectories.

The long short-term memory (LSTM) neural network
is an extension of the traditional recurrent neural network
(RNN), which has become the mainstream framework for
sequence modeling [20]. Since the proposal of LSTM by
Hochreiter and Schmidhuber [21], many variants of LSTM
have been developed, such as gated LSTM [22], convolution
LSTM [23], deep LSTM [24], and sequence-to-sequence
LSTM [25]. Since LSTM and its variants perform well in
capturing the long-temporal dependencies of sequential data,
they have been widely applied in many sectors, such as
the energy sector [26], [27], economic industry [28], [29],
medical sector [30], [31], and transportation sector [32]–[34].
Inspired by the excellent performance of LSTM and its vari-
ants, and considering the operational characteristics of the
terminal airspace that surrounds an airport, we extend the
LSTM architecture to aircraft trajectory prediction.

This paper focuses on a short-time trajectory prediction
model that employs a RNN framework in the terminal
airspace. Our objective is to forecast multistep trajectory
points, which can be formulated as a sequence-to-sequence
learning problem, in which the input sequence is the previous
states of multiple trajectory points of an aircraft, and the
output is the remaining flight trajectory points. Taking a
departure flight as an example, the states of some trajectory
points of an aircraft after taking off from the airport are used
as the input sequence, while the output sequence consists of
all 4D trajectory points of an aircraft between the starting
prediction time and the final time prior to leaving the ter-
minal airspace. To solve this sequential learning problem,
a sequence-to-sequence deep LSTM (SS-DLSTM) neural
network is used; it contains an encoding module and a decod-
ing module, where the encoding module learns from the past
aircraft states, and the output of the encoding module is used
as the input of the decoding module. The main contributions
of this paper as follows:

(a) To address the unequal time intervals and the outliers
in the original trajectories, a regularization model is proposed
for reconstructing the original trajectory into a trajectory with
equal time intervals and no outliers, which yields relatively
high-quality data for subsequent trajectory prediction.

(b) In consideration of the satisfactory performance of
SS-DLSTM in characterizing the long and short temporal
dependencies and the repetitiveness among sequences, this
paper extends SS-DLSTM to aircraft trajectory prediction
for the first time. It constructs a model that is more in line
with the flying features of an aircraft in terminal airspace,
as aircraft must comply with takeoff / landing procedures,
which exhibits repetitive patterns among trajectories.

(c) Unlike the state-of-the-art methods that use a large
variety of data such as trajectory data, aircraft performance
data, and meteorological data, the proposed method takes
into account only trajectory-related information, such as the
3D position, course, velocity and aircraft type. The aircraft

performance can be indirectly learned from a large amount of
historical data by using the aircraft type as an input attribute,
which facilitates the improvement of the accuracy of trajec-
tory prediction.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows.
Section II describes the data processing and feature selec-
tion. Section III elaborates on aircraft prediction. Section IV
describes the regularization reconstruction and the trajectory
prediction proposed in this paper. Section V compares the
proposed model with the mainstream models via experi-
ments. Finally, this study is summarized in Section VI.

II. PROBLEM FORMULATION
The aim of this paper is to learn a data-driven prediction
model from a large amount of ADS-B data for arrival and
departure flights in the terminal airspace that surrounds
an airport. Given the previous state information of an air-
craft, the trained model can output the 3D position of each
timestamp in the subsequent few minutes simultaneously.
As introduced in Section III. B, six attributes are utilized
to characterize the state of each timestamp of an aircraft.
Therefore, the input and output of the prediction model can
be described mathematically as two sequences. Without loss
of generality, we assume that the aircraft state contains K
attributes. Let X (t)

= (x(t)1 , x
(t)
2 , · · · , x

(t)
K ) ∈ RK and Y (t)

=

(y(t)1 , y
(t)
2 , y

(t)
3 ) ∈ R3 denote the aircraft state vector and the

3D position vector, respectively, at timestamp t. To predict
the trajectory after time t, a function F(·) that maps the state
sequence of length t to the future 3D position sequence of
length S is learned:[

X (1), · · · ,X (t)
]

F(·)
−→

[
Y (t+1), · · · ,Y (t+S)

]
(1)

According to (1), our objective is to learn a sequence-
to-sequence forecasting model. Compared to other airspaces,
the primary challenge of aircraft trajectory prediction for
the terminal airspace is that the flight attitude and course
change frequently. However, fortunately, aircraft in the ter-
minal airspace must follow various arrival and departure pro-
cedures. Aircraft that are executed with the same procedure
have similar trajectories under similar flight conditions. Thus,
the accuracy of the prediction model depends on whether
the model can capture sufficiently accurately the long-
and short-term dependencies and the repetitiveness among
trajectory sequences.

Our algorithm for trajectory prediction is composed of
three parts: data preparation, trajectory reconstruction, and
trajectory prediction, as illustrated in Fig. 1. The data prepa-
ration process, which includes data quality analysis, data
cleaning, coordinate transformation, feature construction,
and normalization, is described in Section III.A. Trajectory
reconstruction aims at transforming the original trajectory
into an equal time-interval trajectory without noise, thereby
guaranteeing that the subsequent trajectory prediction has
high-quality input data. The trajectory prediction model
contains an encoding module and a decoding module.
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FIGURE 1. Overview of the proposed SS-DLSTM method for trajectory prediction.

The encoding module inputs the historical aircraft state and
outputs a feature vector. The decoding module accepts the
output of the encoding module as the initial input and outputs
the 3D position sequence recursively until the end timestamp.
In Section IV, we will describe the trajectory reconstruction
and trajectory prediction processes in detail.

III. DATA PREPARATION
A. ADS-B DATASET
The ADS-B dataset used in this paper is derived
from data from the VariFlight technology company
(http://flightadsb.variflight.com/tracker/). It contains all
monitoring data of landing and takeoff aircraft at Baiyun
International Airport (GBIA) of China from August 1 to
November 30, 2018. Each item of data consists of several
attributes, which include the flight ID, latitude, longitude,
altitude, velocity, course, departure location, arrival location,
aircraft type, and monitoring time. The center of the airport
in GBIA is defined in earth-centered, earth-fixed coordinates.
The original measurements are transformed to east-north-up
coordinates via a stereographic projection. We keep only
the position measurements that are less than 20 km in the
‘‘east’’ and ‘‘north’’ dimensions and less than 2000 meters in
the ‘‘up’’ dimension. A trajectory is deleted if there are two
adjacent track points between which the time interval exceeds
20 seconds. In terms of the departure location and the arrival
location, all trajectories in the dataset are divided into two
subdatasets: a takeoff aircraft dataset and a landing aircraft
dataset.

B. ATTRIBUTES
This paper aims to train a short-time aircraft prediction model
that is based on a neural network architecture from a large
amount of historical data that are related to trajectories.
In contrast to the aerodynamic-model-based method, we do
not require knowledge of the flight dynamics equations or the
onboard flight intent. This paper considers the basic attributes
that are related to the flight path and their corresponding
derived attributes. The basic attributes are obtained directly

from the surveillance information system and include the air-
craft type and five state attributes: aircraft longitude, latitude,
altitude, velocity, and course. The derived attributes are the
changing speed and acceleration according to the five state
attributes.

1) BASIC ATTRIBUTES
• Three-dimensional (3D) position (longitude, latitude,
altitude): Four-dimensional trajectory prediction aims
at estimating the future trajectory by using the current
and historical states of an aircraft and its relevant infor-
mation, which is defined as a time sequence of 3D
position (longitude, latitude, height) and time. Because
the position information has short-term and long-term
correlations, the use of historical position information
as the input attributes of a model will facilitate the
improvement of the accuracy of trajectory prediction.

• Course: The course of an aircraft is the main direction
of control of the aircraft, and it is measured by the
angle between the projection of the vertical axis of the
aircraft and a baseline of the horizon plane. A flight is
typically required to follow a prespecified flight route
that consists of straight lines between waypoints. An air-
craft theoretically adopts the same course between two
neighboring waypoints. Therefore, the change of the
course indirectly characterizes the flight intention of an
aircraft by reflecting the flight trend.

• Velocity: The velocity of an aircraft represents its motion
feature, which is easily affected by differences in pilot
operation, restrictions by air traffic rules, impacts of the
atmospheric environment, and the state of the aircraft.
However, the velocity directly affects the position infor-
mation at the next time point. Similar to the course of an
aircraft, it can indirectly reflect intentions and trends.

• Aircraft type: Aircraft types differ in terms of per-
formance parameters, such as the engine thrust, flight
resistance, lift, and weight of the aircraft, which also
change dynamically with the flight phases. Currently,
the mainstream aerodynamic-model-based method
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considers various performance parameters of aircraft in
predicting trajectories and is a standard general model.
It is difficult to obtain accurate values for the parameters
of an aircraft during a flight because they are easily
affected by a variety of factors, thereby leading to low
accuracy and poor robustness of the prediction model.
In this paper, the number of aircraft types is used as
an input feature to capture the dynamic performance
modes in various flight phases from many historical
trajectories. In contrast to other features, the type of
aircraft is a character attribute, which is coded via the
one-hot encoding method [35].

2) DERIVED ATTRIBUTES
An aircraft trajectory is a time-related sequence. For the
trajectory time series, the position of an aircraft at the next
timestamp is strongly correlated with the changing speeds
of the features of previous timestamps. The change of each
feature can be characterized by speed and acceleration, and
the first derivative and the second derivative are leveraged to
construct the speed and acceleration time sequences, respec-
tively. Section III. A introduced six basic attributes. Apart
from the aircraft type, the attributes are numerical attributes,
which can be used to calculate the speed and acceleration.
The central difference method is widely used in the literature
to calculate the speed and the acceleration of a trajectory
sequence [36].

IV. METHODOLOGY
This section will introduce a regularized method for trajec-
tory reconstruction for obtaining high-quality trajectory data.
Then, it will describe the construction of a SS-DLSTMmodel
for trajectory forecasting.

A. TRAJECTORY RECONSTRUCTION
Various quality problems are encountered with the ADS-B
data, such as errors in the position data and loss of data,
which have been analyzed by many researchers [37]–[41].
Various quality analyses of the ADS-B data are utilized in this
work, and we identified two main problems with the original
trajectories in the dataset. First, some trajectories may contain
outliers (such as noises) at a specified timestamp (Fig. 2).
Second, the time intervals are not of equal length.

An effective trajectory predictor relies strongly on high-
quality data. Trajectory reconstruction is the process of using
a low-quality trajectory to produce a higher quality trajec-
tory. Many researchers solved the two problems that are dis-
cussed above with ADS-B or Radar data separately, namely,
by removing noises with a low-pass filter and by using an
interpolation method to fill in the null values. Motivated by
the exemplary results of the regularization model for image
reconstruction [10], a regularized reconstruction model is
proposed for acquiring a high-quality trajectory in a uni-
fied model. The reconstructed trajectory has three properties:
(a) the time intervals are of equal lengths; (b) the time reso-
lution is higher than that of the original trajectory; and (c) all

FIGURE 2. A representative trajectory with outliers.

outliers have been discarded, and the missing data have been
reconstructed based on their neighboring points.

Let P ∈ RN×K be the high-quality trajectory withN equal-
time-gap points, and let P0 ∈ RM×K be the corresponding
observed trajectory withM unequal-time-interval points. The
following linear equation expresses the relationship between
the high-quality trajectory and the observed trajectory:

P0 = AP + n (2)

where A ∈ RN×N is a sampling matrix and n denotes the
random noises. The objective of trajectory reconstruction is
to recover the high-quality trajectory P from the observed
trajectory P0. However, this problem is an ill-posed problem,
and we cannot obtain the solution directly from (2).

A regularization method is an effective approach for solve
ill-posed problems, which has been proven effective in a wide
range of applications, such as image reconstruction, denois-
ing, and compressed sensing. Its objective is to improve the
signal quality by imposing prior knowledge on the desired
signals. We will apply and extend the regularization method
to aircraft trajectory reconstruction, which is equivalent to
solving the following optimization problem:

P = ArgMin
P

{
‖AP − P0‖

2
F + λρ (P)

}
(3)

where ‖AP − P0‖
2
F represents ameasure of the fit; ρ (·) is the

regularization cost function; λ is the regularization parameter,
which is deployed to control the trade-off between the fitting
term and the regularization term; and ‖·‖F is the Frobenius
norm of a matrix. The first term of (3) encourages the recon-
structed trajectory to be close to the measured points, and
the second term encourages it to smooth the measured points,
which is especially useful for suppressing noises.

Most importantly, a regularization function should balance
noise removal and preservation of the local variation tendency
of the trajectory. Many formulations are available for the
regularization term [42]. For simplicity of implementation,
this paper adopts the Tikhonov cost function, which is one of
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FIGURE 3. The original and the reconstructed trajectory for landing at GBIA.

the most widely referenced regularization cost functions in
signal processing, as the regularization term. It is defined as

ρ (P) = ‖1P‖2F (4)

where 0 is the Laplacian matrix. The discrete form of the
Laplacian operator is approximated by

(0P)i = P i−1 − 2P i + P i+1 (5)

The Tikhonov regulation term enforces the local spatial
smoothness of the trajectory sequence. As the noisy points
contain high-frequency energy, they will be removed in the
regularization process, and the reconstructed trajectory will
not contain outliers.

Substituting the regularization term in (3) with (4),
the trajectory reconstruction can be reformulated as the min-
imization of the following objective function:

f (P) = ‖AP − P0‖
2
F + λ ‖0P‖

2
F (6)

The objective function (6) is a convex quadratic function,
which can be solved analytically. A solution P minimizes f
if and only if ∇f (P) = 0, which is equivalent to

P =
(
ATA+ λ0T00

)−1
ATP0 (7)

Here, we present two random examples from the recon-
structed trajectories. Fig. 3 and Fig. 4 show the recon-
structed results for landing and takeoff, respectively, at GBIA.

Obviously, the reconstructed trajectories can fit the original
measurements well.

B. SS-DLSTM PREDICTION MODEL
The sequence-to-sequence LSTM is a recently designed
model for solving a neural machine translation problem,
and substantially outperforms other variants of LSTM due
to its ability to more accurately characterize the long and
short temporal dependencies and the repetitiveness among
time sequences. This paper extends this model to the pre-
diction of aircraft trajectories in the terminal airspace, as air-
craft must conform to takeoff and landing procedures, which
results in repetitive patterns among trajectories. The pro-
posed SS-DLSTM trajectory predictionmodel consists of two
modules: an encoding module and a decoding module. The
encoding module inputs the past and current states of aircraft
and produces hidden feature vectors that represent long and
short temporal relationships and repetitiveness among trajec-
tory sequences. The decoding module maps the output of the
encodingmodule to a trajectory sequence of fixed length. The
encoding module and decoding module adopt deep architec-
tures that differ in terms of their LSTM processing units.
The architectures of the encodingmodule and the decoding

module are illustrated in Fig. 5 and Fig. 6, respectively,
where J denotes the total number of layers, C (t)

j denotes
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FIGURE 4. The original and the reconstructed trajectory for takeoff at GBIA.

FIGURE 5. Deep architecture of the encoding module for the aircraft
trajectory prediction.

the long-term hidden-state feature of the jth layer at time t,
and h(t)j denotes the short-term hidden-state feature of the jth
layer at time t. The hidden features of the output of each
layer in the encoding stage are regarded as the initial input
of the corresponding layer of the decoding. Although the
encoding module and the decoding module have the same
layers, the LSTM processing units differ. As the activation
function, we use the parametric rectified linear unit (PReLU)
since it is a representative unsaturated activation function

FIGURE 6. Deep architecture of the decoding module for the aircraft
trajectory prediction.

with lower overfitting risk than the saturated ReLU, which is
widely used in natural language processing. In the following,
we will describe the updating of the hidden features for the
encoding module and the decoding module at each time point
and the training of the proposed model.

1) ENCODING MODULE
For layer j = 1, the information that is used to update
the long-term hidden feature and the short-term hidden
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feature comes from the current aircraft state and from previ-
ous long-term hidden features and short-term hidden features.
Without loss of generality, to update the hidden features
C (τ )
j and h(τ )j for any layer j ∈ [2, J ] and timestamp τ ∈

[t − Q− 1, t], the encoding module considers the hidden
feature vector h(τ )j−1 of layer j− 1 at time τ , the hidden feature

vector h(τ−1)j of layer j at time τ − 1, and the long-memory

hidden feature vector C (τ−1)
j of layer j at time τ − 1. The

following formulas describe the updating process:



gej,τ = σ
(
W e
g,jh

(τ−1)
j + U e

g

(
h(τ )j−1

)
+ beg,j

)
iej,τ = σ

(
W e
i,jh

(τ−1)
j + U e

i

(
h(τ )j−1

)
+ bei,j

)
oej,τ = σ

(
W e
o,jh

(τ−1)
j + U e

o

(
h(τ )j−1

)
+ beo,j

)
aej,τ = tanh

(
W e
a,jh

(τ−1)
j + U e

a,j

(
h(τ )j−1

)
+ bea,j

)
C (τ )
j = gej,τ ⊗ C

(τ−1)
j + iej,τ ⊗ a

e
j,τ

h(τ )j = o(τ ) ⊗ tanh
(
C (τ )
j

)
(8)

where σ (·) is the sigmoid activation function; tanh(·) is the
hyperbolic tangent function; gej,τ denotes the proportion of
the cell state information that is propagated from time τ − 1
to time τ ; iej,τ denotes the proportion of previous hidden-state
information and the current input information that is stored
in the current cell; oej,τ denotes the output proportion of
the current updated cell; and W e

g,j, U
e
g,j, b

e
g,j, W

e
i,j,U

e
i,j, b

e
i,j,

W e
o,j, b

e
o,j,U

e
o,j,W

e
a,j,U

e
a,j, and b

e
a,j are neural network param-

eters for the encoding process that are learned from the his-
torical flight trajectories.

2) DECODING MODULE
The aim of the output decoding module is to produce multi-
step track points that are based on the output of the encoding
module. The model training and online inference processes
differ substantially. During the training process, we can
access the true trajectory at the previous timestamp, which
can be utilized as the input of the next step. However, true
track points are not available in the online prediction pro-
cess. In this paper, a sampling mechanism that was proposed
by Bengio et al. [43] is adopted to determine the input of
each step for the decoding process, thereby bridging the gap
between model training and online prediction. The mini-
batch-based stochastic gradient descent approach is used to
train the model, and the estimated value from the model with
probability 1 − p or the previous real value with probability
p is utilized as the input of the current step. Intuitively, at the
beginning of the model training process, it would be helpful
to select the actual previous track point since the model is
not fully trained, while preferentially selecting the estimated
value from the model at the end of the training, as this is con-
sistent with the practical scenario. This process is illustrated
in Fig. 6.

Under the sampling mechanism, the cell feature vector and
the hidden feature vector for the first layer j = 1 at timestamp

τ ∈ [t + 1, t + S] can be updated as follows:
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where rand{Y
(τ )
,Y (τ )
} denotes the random selection function

between the estimated and the true track points, and other
parameters are defined similarly to the corresponding param-
eters in the updating process of the decoding module. For any
layer j ∈ [2, J ] at a time τ ∈ [t + 1, t + S], the updating
processes of the cell feature vector and the hidden feature
vector are similar to that of the encoding module.

3) MODEL TRAINING
The training objective is to minimize the error between the
estimated output and the actual output. Natural language
translation [43] is a discrete state problem, whereas trajectory
prediction is a continuous state problem. Therefore, we can-
not use the posterior probability as a cost function, which
is widely used in discrete state problems. Here, the follow-
ing square error cost function is used to learn the param-
eters of the encoding module and the decoding module
simultaneously:

loss (W ) =
C∑
i=1

S∑
τ=1

||Y
(τ )
i − Y

(τ )
i ||

2
2 (10)

where || · ||2 denotes the 2-norm; C is the total number of
samples; Y

(τ )
i and Y (τ )

i are the estimated and true trajectory
positions, respectively, at timestamp τ .
The gradient descent method is typically used to solve

neural network models. The gradient descent method has
three commonly used forms: batch gradient descent, stochas-
tic gradient descent, and mini-batch stochastic gradient
descent. Due to the large number of trajectory samples that
are considered in this paper, to reduce the number of iterations
needed for convergence to the globally optimal solution,
this paper uses the minimum batch random gradient descent
method to identify the optimal parameters, thereby ensuring
high performance while reducing the number of epochs. The
training process is described in detail as follows:

Step 1: Data preparation: First, the original trajectory
dataset is filtered according to the range of the consid-
ered airspace and the basic requirements for trajectories,
and the regularization method is used to reconstruct the
filtered trajectories. Then, the derived attributes are con-
structed to obtain a trajectory dataset that contains the basic
attributes and the derived attributes. To eliminate dimensional
differences among the attributes, the maximum-minimum
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FIGURE 7. Histograms of EE, ATE, CTE and AE of the proposed SS-DLSTM with and without the sampling mechanism for landing aircraft.

standardization method is used to transform each attribute
to a value in [0, 1]. Finally, the transformed trajectory dataset
is randomly divided into a training set and a validation set.

Step 2: Mode parameter initialization: The model param-
eters consist of network structure parameters and solution
method parameters. The network structure parameters
include the length of the encoding sequence, the length of
the decoding sequence, the number of network layers, and
the number of neurons in each layer, where the length of the
encoding sequence can be determined based on the appli-
cations, and other parameters are selected from a specified
range. The solution method parameters include the sam-
ple size of each batch, the maximum number of epochs,
the thresholds of the stopping criteria, and the initial learning
rate, where the maximum number of epochs and the thresh-
olds of the stopping criteria depend on the accuracy require-
ments, and the initial learning rate is a positive constant that is
less than 1. In addition to these parameters, the model weights
are initialized via random selection from the interval [0, 1].

Step 3: Updating the weights on the training set: During
each epoch, a specified number of trajectories are randomly
selected from the training dataset, and these trajectories are
divided into encoding and decoding trajectory sequences
according to the lengths of the input sequence and the pre-
dicted sequence. The encoding sequence is used as the input

of the model, and the estimated output of the decoding pro-
cess is obtained via a feed-forward propagation process. After
that, the loss function is calculated by considering the output
of the decoding sequence. If the loss function is less than the
predefined threshold or the maximum number of epochs has
been reached, then proceed to step 4; otherwise, the weights
are adjusted via the gradient descent method.

Step 4: Verification on the validation set: Input the vali-
dation set into the learned model on the training set. If the
error between the estimated output and the actual output is
within the expected range, then the optimal prediction model
is obtained; otherwise, repeat steps 2-4 until the stopping
criterion is satisfied.

V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
This section will analyze the performance of SS-DLSTM
for aircraft trajectory prediction. The basic information of
the dataset that is used in the following experiments has
been described in Section III A. The dataset has a total
of 98,620 trajectories, which include 47,562 takeoffs and
51,058 landings, and the dataset is randomly divided into a
training dataset, a validation dataset, and a test dataset with
the ratio 7:2:1. We run SS-DLSTM on a high-performance
computer with 16 Core i7 CPUs, 128 GB RAM, and
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FIGURE 8. Histograms of EE, ATE, CTE and AE of the proposed SS-DLSTM with and without the sampling mechanism for takeoff
aircraft.

NVIDIA P100 GPU under a Windows system using the
TensorFlow package.

To evaluate the performance of the trajectory prediction
model, we use the Euclidean error (EE), the along-track error
(ATE), the cross-track error (CTE) and the altitude error (AE)
as metrics, which have been widely adopted in the litera-
ture [6], [9], [44]. The EE measures the difference between
the actual and predicted aircraft positions in 3D space. The
ATE and CTE measure the parallel and perpendicular errors,
respectively, of the course from the north. AE is the difference
in the vertical positions between the actual and predicted
trajectories. These metrics are calculated via the following
formulas:

EE =
1
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t=1

√
(yt1−y

t
1)

2+(yt2−y
t
2)
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t
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2 (11)
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where S is the length of the predicted time; θt denotes
the course from the north at timestamp t; (yt1, y

t
2, y

t
3) and

(yt1, y
t
2, y

t
3) denote the actual position and the estimated posi-

tion at timestamp t , respectively.

A. STRUCTURE OF SS-DLSTM
This section will discuss the parameters of our proposed
SS-DLSTM trajectory prediction model. SS-DLSTM con-
tains two modules: an encoding module and a decoding mod-
ule. These two modules have the same layers, and the output
of each layer of the encoding module is the initial input of the
corresponding layer of the decoding. The hyperparameters
of our model can be divided into two categories: structure
parameters and training parameters.

Regarding the structure parameters, it is necessary to
determine the length of the encoding sequence, the length
of the decoding sequence, the number of hidden layers, and
the number of hidden units in each layer. The length of
the decoding sequence depends on the application scenario.
Comparedwith other airspaces, the flying time in the terminal
airspace is relatively short, and the flying times of arrival
flights are longer than those of departure flights within the
terminal airspace; hence, we set the lengths of the decoding
sequences for takeoff and landing aircraft to 90 seconds and
150 seconds, respectively. However, for the remaining three
structure parameters, no universal selection principle is avail-
able; their values will be determined via many experiments.

This paper utilizes a mini-batch stochastic gradient descent
method to solve the model. The parameters to be set include
the batch size, the learning rate, the maximum number of
epochs, and the threshold of stopping criterion. The learning
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FIGURE 9. Boxplots of four metrics for landing aircraft in different time intervals.

rate affects the convergence of the model. If the learning
rate is too low, the convergence will be very slow. However,
the model may diverge as the number of iterations increases.
The training error is large in the initial stage of iteration;
hence, the learning rate typically must be set to a relatively
large value. As the model gradually converges to the optimal
solution, the learning rate should be progressively reduced.
The initial learning rate of this paper is set to 0.006. In the
training process, the learning rate will be reduced by half if
the training error reduces too slowly. The maximum number
of epochs and the threshold of the stopping criterion should be
set according to the application. In this paper, the maximum
number of iterations is set to 1000 for both takeoff and landing
flights, and the threshold of the stopping criterion is set to
0.0001. The batch size of each epoch affects the convergence
speed and the convergence accuracy, and its value depends on
the predictive performance.

According to the above discussion, there is no universal
guidance for the selection of the four parameters, namely,
the length of the decoding sequence, the number of hidden
layers, the number of neurons of each layer, and the batch
size of each epoch, the values of which will be determined
via many randomized trials. The possible selection ranges of
these four parameters are as follows: The length of encoding
sequence is in the range of [10, 60], the number of hidden
layers is in the range of [2, 10], the number of neurons of
each layer in the encoding and decoding modules is selected

from the set {50, 100, 150, 200, 250, 300, 350, 400}, and the
batch size is selected from the set {300, 400, 500, 600, 700,
800, 900, 1000}. First, we randomly choose 1000 parameter
settings from the possible ranges of each parameter. Then,
we train the model based on those parameter settings. The
optimal combinations for our model is as follows: (a) For
takeoff aircraft, the length of encoding sequence is 35,
the batch size of each epoch is 400, the number of hidden
layers is 4, the numbers of neurons in the layers of the
encodingmodule are [300, 250, 150, 100], and the numbers of
neurons of the layers in the decoding module are [300, 250,
150, 100]. (b) For landing aircraft, the length of encoding
sequence is 48, the size of each batch of samples is 600,
the number of hidden layers is 6, the numbers of neurons
of the layers in the encoding module are [350, 350, 200,
150, 100, 100], and the numbers of neurons of the layers in
decoding module are [350, 350, 200, 150, 100, 100].

B. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS
The input of our SS-DLSTM model for trajectory prediction
includes basic attributes and derived attributes, and the valid-
ity of these two types of attributes will be evaluated below.
Table 1 presents the performance of our SS-DLSTMwith and
without derived attributes. For takeoff aircraft, the accuracy of
the model improved substantially when the derived attributes
of the course were considered, with EE and ATE decreasing
126.4 m and 147.4 m, respectively. The effects of the derived
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FIGURE 10. Boxplots of four metrics for takeoff aircraft in different time intervals.

TABLE 1. Performance of SS-DLSTM with different input attributes.

attributes of course on CET and AE are comparable to those
of other derived attributes; however, the standard deviation
of the prediction error is the smallest among all derived
attributes. The derived attribute of velocity is only slightly
outperformed by the derived attributes and shows a more
substantial improvement than the three derived attributes of
the position. For landing aircraft, the improvements of all

derived attributes in terms of all four evaluation metrics are
comparable; however, the derived attributes of course and
velocity still outperform the derived attributes of position in
terms of the standard deviation.

From the above analysis, we conclude that our model with
the derived attributes of velocity and course outperforms that
with the derived attributes of position, which is due to the
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FIGURE 11. Visualization results of various methods for landing aircraft.

frequent changes of course and velocity of an aircraft in the
terminal airspace.

By comparing the experimental results for takeoff and
landing aircraft, the overall accuracy of prediction for takeoff
aircraft is higher than that for landing aircraft. The main
reasons are that takeoff aircraft stay in the terminal airspace
for slightly less time than landing aircraft and exhibit rela-
tively few trajectory patterns, while the trajectory patterns of
landing aircraft are more diverse and random (e.g., an aircraft
must hover in the air if no runway is available at the time).
Overall, all derived attributes can improve the performance
of the model, which is mainly because the trajectory of an
aircraft is a sequence that is strongly correlated with time
and space, and the derived attributes can directly reflect the
change in the speed of the states of adjacent points in the
trajectory sequence, which can further represent the time-
varying characteristics of the trajectory. Our model yielded
optimal results when all the derived attributes were con-
sidered; hence, the derived attributes had a positive effect
on the performance of the model and can more accurately
capture the motion state and time-varying characteristics of
an aircraft.

The sampling mechanism that is used in the decoding
module facilitates the improvement of the generalization
performance of our model. The results of SS-DLSTM with
and without the sampling mechanism for landing aircraft are

presented in Fig. 7, which plots histograms of four evaluation
metrics. The histograms of EE for SS-DLSTM with the sam-
pling mechanism are skewed to the left, and the histograms of
ATE, CTE and AE are aggregated to the center, in contrast to
our model without the sampling mechanism. It is concluded
that the model with the sampling mechanism outperforms
that without sampling mechanism in terms of generalization.
Fig. 8 presents histograms of the four evaluation metrics of
takeoff aircraft, and a conclusion that is similar to that for
Fig. 7 is obtained. In addition, according to Fig. 7 and Fig. 8,
the standard deviations of EE, ATE, and AE for landing
aircraft are more significant than those for takeoff aircraft.
In contrast, the standard deviation of AE is comparable to
that for departing flights. Hence, our model performs better in
predicting takeoff aircraft than in predicting landing aircraft,
which agrees with the conclusion from the above experiment.

To evaluate the accuracy and robustness of the proposed
method, we calculate the prediction errors of all trajecto-
ries in the validation dataset in each predicted time interval.
Then, a boxplot is used to visualize the overall distribution.
Fig. 9 presents boxplots of the four evaluationmetrics of land-
ing aircraft. According to the boxplot of EE, the error of most
trajectories is within the range of 250 to 350 meters in the
time interval of 0 to 30 seconds. The error tends to increase
as the prediction time increases; however, the difference in
EE among time intervals is not very large.
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FIGURE 12. Visualization results of various methods for takeoff aircraft.

In addition, the EEs of a few trajectories are within the
range of 500 to 700 meters, and it is found through analysis
that these trajectories correspond to abnormal scenarios (such
as aircraft hovering in the air). Furthermore, according to the
boxplot of ATE, the value of ATE is positive for most trajecto-
ries and ranges from 200 to 400 meters; hence, the predicted
trajectory of SS-DLSTM is ahead of the real trajectory in
the direction of flight. Similarly, from the boxplot of AE,
it is concluded that the predicted value for the altitude is
higher than the real value. However, according to the boxplot
of CTE, the values are mainly concentrated in the range of
−50 to 50 meters symmetrically; hence, the prediction result
has a similar probability of left-right deviation in the hori-
zontal direction that is perpendicular to the flight direction.
Furthermore, from the boxplots of ATE and AE, the errors
in the horizontal position and altitude are relatively large in
the time interval of 30 to 60 seconds. Via the analysis of
real trajectories, it is found that the course and altitude of the
aircraft vary substantially within this time interval.

Boxplots of the four evaluation indicators for takeoff air-
craft are presented in Fig. 10. In terms of EE, the prediction
error increases with the length of the predicted time. In addi-
tion, the values of EE, CTE, and AE in the time interval
of 30 to 60 seconds are higher than those in the other two time
intervals, as the altitude and course changemore frequently in
this time interval. Meanwhile, comparing Fig. 9 and Fig. 10,

the average error of the prediction model for landing aircraft
is higher than that of the prediction model for takeoff aircraft
overall, and the standard deviation of the error distribution for
landing aircraft is larger than that for takeoff aircraft; hence,
the model for predicting takeoff aircraft is more robust.

To more effectively evaluate the relative predictive per-
formance of the proposed SS-DLSTM, we compare it
with three baseline approaches for trajectory prediction: the
back-propagation neural network (BP-NN) [12], local func-
tion regression (LFR) [13] and the long short-term memory
neural network (LSTM-NN) [45]. Similar to our method, all
three benchmarks are essentially data-driven methods that
take into account only past information related to the trajec-
tory and do not utilize any weather or aeronautical parameter
information. All four approaches were trained by using the
same training dataset and test dataset. The lengths of the
predictive time intervals for landing and takeoff aircraft are
150 seconds and 90 seconds, respectively. To deeply analyze
the performances of the methods, the experimental results
will be divided into three time intervals for analysis in terms
of predictive length. The quantitative results in Table 2 and
Table 3 represent the performances of the methods on the
validation dataset. Moreover, we choose two representative
trajectories from the landing and takeoff validation datasets,
and visualizations of the results of the methods are pre-
sented in Fig. 11 and Fig. 12, respectively. We plot only the
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TABLE 2. Results of a quantitative comparison of various methods for
landing aircraft in three time intervals.

TABLE 3. Results of a quantitative comparison of various methods for
takeoff aircraft in three time intervals.

coordinate range that contains the whole trajectory to clearly
show the difference between the predicted trajectory and the
real trajectory.

Comparing the experimental results of these two tables,
the predictive accuracy for takeoff aircraft is higher than
that for landing aircraft for all methods. The main reason is
that trajectory modes of arriving flights are more complex
than those of departing flights in the terminal airspace that
surrounds an airport. According to the quantitative results,
BP-NN performs the poorest both for landing and takeoff
aircraft among four methods. This is due to its network
structure, as it belongs to a class of shallow neural networks
that are unable to capture all flights modes, and it does not
take into account the time-dependence of the track points.
LFR outperforms BP-NN by using wavelet decomposition
and local linear functional regression to capture the repetitive-
ness of the historical trajectories. The LFR model can more
accurately characterize the landing and takeoff procedures
of aircraft than BP-NN, but it is essentially a regression

method with only a few parameters; hence, its performance
in capturing the intricate motion patterns of aircraft in the
terminal airspace is limited. LSTM significantly outperforms
BP-NN and LFR, as the network structure of LSTM uses
a sequential memory cell to preserve the past information,
which can more accurately characterize the time-dependence
among tracks. SS-DLSTM outperforms LSTM in terms of
accuracy; hence, our proposed method can more effectively
learn the long-term dependencies of the aircraft trajectories
and the repetitive patterns among trajectories of landing and
takeoff aircraft.

VI. CONCLUSION
A data-driven aircraft trajectory prediction model is proposed
for the terminal airspace that surrounds an airport, which
is learned from many historical trajectories. The proposed
method is composed of two main parts: trajectory reconstruc-
tion and a prediction model. For problems with unequal time
intervals and noise in the original trajectories, a regulariza-
tion method is proposed for reconstructing the trajectories
with equal time intervals and smoothed noise. In this paper,
trajectory prediction is regarded as mapping the historical
state sequence to the future position sequence. To address this
problem, an SS-DLSTM model is proposed, which consists
of a deep encoding LSTM network and a deep decoding
LSTM network. The deep encoding LSTM network uses
historical aircraft states (longitude, latitude, altitude, course,
velocity, and aircraft type) as input to generate long-term
memory features and short-term memory features. The deep
decoding LSTMnetwork uses the output of the deep encoding
LSTM network as input and generates a predicted trajectory
sequence recursively. In the model training phase, the input
that corresponds to each timestamp of the deep decoding
LSTM network is randomly selected between the estimated
output in the previous timestamp and the real output to
improve the generalization performance of the model.

The proposed model is applied to datasets that were col-
lected in the terminal airspace in Guangzhou, China. A total
of 98,620 trajectories are considered in the experiments. The
EE, ATE, CTE, andAE are used to evaluate the trajectory pre-
diction errors. The experimental results demonstrated that our
proposed model outperforms mainstream data-driven meth-
ods. In future research, we will explore the extension of the
proposed method to a medium-term or long-term prediction
by considering additional features such as the weather and the
flight plan.
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